Abstract Hybrid algorithms combining local and systematic search often use nondeterminism in fundamentally different ways. They may differ in the strategy to explore the search tree and/or in how computation states are represented. This paper presents nondeterministic control structures to express a variety of hybrid search algorithms concisely and elegantly. These nondeterministic abstractions describe the search tree and are compiled in terms of first-class continuations. They are also parameterized by search controllers that are under user control and specify the state representation and the exploration strategy. The resulting search language is thus high-level, flexible, and directly extensible. The abstractions are illustrated on a jobshop scheduling algorithm that combines tabu search and a limited form of backtracking. Preliminary experimental results indicate that the control structures induce small, often negligible, overheads.
Introduction
In the last decade, hybridizations between local and systematic search have received increased attention and contributed many interesting results. Such hybridizations include the use of limited backtracking to intensify local search algorithms around elite solutions [7] , variable-depth search procedures that explore trees of moves to select neighbors [1] , as well as large neighborhood search where systematic search performs the neighborhood exploration (e.g., [2, 9, 12] ).
These hybridizations often lead to fundamentally different search algorithms which may use trailing, copying, incremental checkpointing, or a combination of them in order to restore computation states appropriately. It is therefore a challenge to design flexible, efficient, and elegant search languages to support local and systematic search, as well as their hybridizations.
This paper attempts to address this challenge in Comet, an object-oriented programming language supporting a constraint-based architecture for local search [5, [14] [15] [16] . It proposes the design and implementation of novel nondeterministic abstractions addressing the specificities of hybridizations between local and systematic search, while encompassing the wealth of results in search languages (e.g., [4, 8, 10, 13, 17] ).
From a programming standpoint, the nondeterministic control structures of Comet specify the search tree to explore and closely resemble those of OPL. However, these control structures are also parameterized by a search controller that specifies both the search strategy, i.e., how the search tree should be explored, and how search nodes must be stored/restored. Hence, together with other control abstractions of Comet, they provide a rich and flexible search language with several desirable properties.
Perhaps the most significant property is the novel separation between the control and state. Indeed, the control structures only specify nondeterminism. How to store/restore the search nodes are decisions left to the search controller and thus under programmers' control. This functionality is critical for hybrid search where the state restoration is not necessarily performed using trailing. Instead, state restoration may be based on concepts such as solutions and checkpoints that restore previously saved states with various degrees of incrementality. Note that the separation between control and state also enables different implementation technologies for systematic search (e.g., [11] ) to coexist in the same system. The design also separates the specification of the search tree (expressed by the control structures) and the tree exploration (specified by the controllers), an important property pioneered in [10] ).
Equally important is the implementation of the nondeterministic control structures which are compiled into continuations in Comet. First-class continuations provide an elegant and efficient abstraction to specify the control flow of nondeterministic abstractions. Moreover, continuations may be implemented to induce no overhead when nondeterminism is not used, which is important for pure local search applications.
Finally, the search language is open and extensible, thanks to continuations and the separation between control and state. Search controllers elegantly implement a variety of systematic search procedures, as well as incomplete search algorithms typically found in hybridizations. Moreover, different state representations, such as trailing, copying, and checkpointing, can be encapsulated inside search controllers, allowing the same nondeterministic abstractions to be used for fundamentally different search procedures.
The rest of this paper introduces the nondeterministic abstractions of Comet. The goal is to convey the rationale underlying their design and implementation, and to illustrate them on a complex application. Section 2 recalls the concept of continuations and illustrates their use in Comet. The nondeterministic abstractions are described in Section 3 and various search controllers are presented in Section 4. The abstractions are illustrated on a hybrid algorithm for jobshop scheduling in Section 5. The last two sections present the experimental results and conclude the paper.
Continuations
Continuations provide a flexible control structure to implement several higherlevel abstractions such as exceptions, coroutines, and nondeterminism. Informally speaking, a continuation is a snapshot of the runtime data structures that allows the execution to restart from this point at a later stage of the computation. More precisely, a continuation is a pair I, S , where I is an instruction pointer and S is a stack to execute the code starting at I. In Comet, continuations are obtained through instructions of the form continuation c body that binds c to a continuation I, S , where I is the next instruction in the code and S is the stack when the continuation is captured. It then executes its body and continues in sequence. The resulting continuation can be invoked with the call call(c) that restores the stack S and restarts execution from I. Consider the code displayed in Fig. 1 . The code outputs fact(5) = 120 fact(4) = 24
Indeed, the continuation c in line 5 consists of an instruction pointer to line 3 and a stack whose entry for i stores the value 4. The Comet implementation first calls the factorial function with argument 5 (since i = 5 is executed when the continuation is taken). Since i has value 5, the implementation calls the continuation (line 8), which restarts execution in line 6 with a stack whose entry for i has value 4. The Comet implementation thus calls fact(4), displays its result, and terminates (since i is 4).
Consider now the code displayed in Fig. 2 . The code has the same effect but it clearly illustrates the complex control/stack patterns that may be induced by continuations. Indeed, the continuation is taken in line 5, i.e., inside the function getContinuation that returns the continuation. The instruction pointer is on line 0. function int fact(int n) { 1.
if (n==0) return 1;else return n * fact(n-1); 2. } 3. 4. int i = 4; 5. continuation c { i = 5; } 6. int r = fact(i); 7. cout < < "fact(" < < i < < ") = " < < r << endl; 8. if (i == 5) call(c); if (n==0) return 1;else return n * fact(n-1); 2. } 3. 4. function Continuation getContinuation() { 5.
continuation c { i = 5; } 6. return c; 7. } 8. 9. int i = 4; 10. Continuation c = getContinuation(); 11. int r = fact(i); 12. cout < < "fact(" < < i < < ") = " < < r << endl; 13. if (i == 5) call(c); 6 (the return instruction) and the stack contains two frames for the global and the function scopes. When the continuation is called on line 13, the stack is restored, the execution restarts in line 6, returns the correct continuation c, and proceeds to compute fact(4), displays its results, and terminates. Note that continuations, like closures, are first-class objects that can be stored in data structures, used as arguments, and returned as values.
Nondeterminism
This section describes some of the nondeterministic abstractions of Comet. Initially, it assumes that nondeterminism is implemented by depth-first search. This assumption is relaxed subsequently.
The Try Instruction. Figure 3 depicts a nondeterministic program that generates all binary arrays of size 4 and displays their decimal values, i.e., 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15. Line 1 simply declares the array and lines 2-7 specify the core of the nondeterministic search. A depth-first search controller is created in line 2 and used in all subsequent nondeterministic control structures. Lines 4-5 specify the nondeterministic choices: They iterate over all variables and assign them nondeterministically either to 0 or 1. These lines, as well as the output instruction, iterate over all variables and nondeterministically assign them a value so that the queen in column q does not attack the queens in columns 1..q-1. Observe the iterative style for nondeterminism that is traditionally appreciated by programmers [3] . Observe that the tryall instruction performs a nondeterministic choice and then continues the execution normally. Hence it is not only the body of the tryall but also the "continuation" of the execution that is nondeterministic.
Search Controllers
The nondeterministic instructions only define the search tree to explore. It is the role of the search controller to specify how to explore it, including how to store/restore computation states. This section reviews the interface of search controllers, shows how to compile nondeterminism in terms of the interface and continuations, and reviews a variety of controllers. where cc is the controller, <condition> is a relation, <body> is the body of the instruction and <onFailureBody> is the code to execute on failure before moving to the next alternative. The compilation schema first tells the search controller that a tryall is executed and initializes v to the lowest value in the range. It also declares a variable firstTime which is true initially and is used to avoid creating multiple continuations for the tryall execution. The schema then generates code to test whether all elements in the range have been explored, in which case the tryall execution completes and fails (right side of the schema). Otherwise, the compilation generates to code to find the first element in the range that satisfies the condition <condition>. Once such an element v is found, two cases are possible. Either this is the first such element, in which the implementation creates a continuation and initializes the continuation fields properly. The continuation contains an instruction pointer referring to the <onFailureBody> code (bottom left part of the schema). The continuation also initializes its continuation field to itself and the firstTime field to true, so that they have the correct values when the continuation is called (e.g., on backtracking). Otherwise, if this is a subsequent iteration, the implementation simply updates field v in the continuation to refer to the new element. The schema then generates a call to method addChoice on the controller and executes <body>. If the execution fails inside the body or in subsequent instructions, the continuation is called and execution restarts by executing <onFailureBody> before proceeding to the next alternative value for v.
It is worthwhile emphasizing two important points. First, the schema is completely generic and does not depend on the specific search controller and the instruction bodies. Second, the schema only uses a single continuation which is updated at each iteration, avoiding the overhead of creating a continuation for each value in the range. This is possible because continuations capture local variables and restore them when called. The fact that continuations capture local variables also allows to naturally blend tryall and forall instructions as in
Indeed, the continuation captures the local parameters i and v that are restored to their proper values upon backtracking.
Compiling the Exploreall. An exploreall instruction exploreall<sc> body is compiled into continuation c { sc.start(c); body ; sc.fail(); }
The implementation takes a continuation c representing what must be executed when no more choice points are left unexplored, i.e., when all the solutions of its body have been explored. It stores the continuation in the search controller, executes the body of the instruction, and fails, which induces the search controller to consider unexplored choices. Note also that method exit on the controller invokes the continuation c by default. Figure 7 depicts the depth-first search controller used so far. The controller maintains a stack of continuations. Method addChoice pushes the continuation on the stack, while method fail pops and invokes the top continuation. Nothing else is necessary for solving the queens problem. Indeed, the continuation automatically saves the parameters of the forall and tryall instructions as they are stored on the stack. Moreover, the values of the queens do not need to be restored because of the depthfirst strategy.
A Simple Search Controller
(Re)storing Search Nodes. In more complex applications or with other strategies, the search controllers must save and restore additional data structures. Figure 8  revisits . Note the try instruction that assigns decision variables using := instead of =.
The program also declares a depth-first search controller whose implementation is depicted in Fig. 9 . The controller stores, not only continuations, but also the states of the decision variables. Lines 2-3 in Fig. 9 declares a stack of continuations and a stack of solutions. Solutions in Comet capture a snapshot of the decision variables, which can then be restored at a later computation stage [5] . When a choice point is created (method addChoice), the controller captures a solution (new Solution(m)) and pushes it onto the solution stack. On backtracking, the instruction sol.pop().restore() restores the solution. Figure 10 demonstrates how easy it is in Comet to change the state representation. It presents a search controller where Solution objects were replaced by the Checkpoint objects introduced in [14] . Checkpoints capture and restore computation states incrementally by storing local moves and applying inverse transformations to undo changes induced by local moves.
Observe Fig. 10 The depth-first search controller with checkpoints use abstractions such as solutions, checkpoints, and computation spaces [10] . In other words, the controller describes how to save and restore the nodes independently of the specifications of search tree and the search strategy. As a consequence, the node representation can be changed by replacing or modifying the controller without affecting the rest of the program. For instance, trailing-based systems may use CP checkpoints that capture trail pointers and use semantic decomposition for strategies [6] , while copy-based systems only save the state of the solver. class _discr to count the number of discrepancies that is incremented in method fail each time a new choice is explored. Method fail only calls a continuation whenever the maximum number of discrepancies is not exceeded (line 30). Otherwise, the controller recursively fails. Note that line 28 pops the continuation and restores the values of the decision variables, including the number of discrepancies.
The discrepancy phases are initiated in the start method. Interestingly, it also uses a tryall instruction to explore all the discrepancies up to the maximum depth (line 16). Observe that, like in the queens problem, the nondeterminism operates not only on the body of the tryall but also on whatever follows the start method (e.g., the body of an exploreall instruction). The first two phases of the resulting program display 0 1 2 4 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 12. 4.5 A Memento Controller Figure 13 depicts the search controller to be used in jobshop scheduling. The key idea underlying the controller is to only store the last k choice points. If a new choice point f is available, and there are already k choice points, the controller first drops the earliest stored choice point before pushing f onto the stack. This controller, called Memento in the following, is a simple modification to the depth-first controller. Indeed, method addChoice now tests whether the maximum number of choices is reached, in which case the earliest choice is dropped from the stack before the push. Once again, observe the simplicity of the controller and the flexibility of the abstractions to implement incomplete search procedures in a natural fashion. 
class Memento extends

An Hybrid Search for Jobshop Scheduling
This section presents an implementation in Comet of the hybrid algorithm of Nowicki and Smutnicki for jobshop scheduling [7] . The section presents the intuition, the core of the hybrid search using the control and scheduling abstractions presented in [14, 16] as well as the memento search controller for the nondeterminism.
Intuition
The algorithm is a tabu-search procedure with a very interesting intensification component based on a limited form of backtracking. Informally speaking, the algorithm maintains the k best solutions found so far. Whenever the tabu search completes, it backtracks to one of these k solutions and explores all its neighbors by restarting a tabu search from each of them. Of course, these new tabu searches may introduce new choice points that will be explored subsequently on backtracking. Figure 14 illustrates the basic idea. It shows a pool of at most k elite solutions and the neighborhood around the best elite solution i. When the algorithm is stuck in a local minimum, it returns to this elite solution and explores its neighbors, initiating a new local search from each of them. If a new elite solution with a quality exceeding the current best is discovered in the process, it enters the pool and replaces the oldest (and thus the worst) elite solution. For instance, in Fig. 14, the solution with value f = 700 replaces the oldest solution f = 800. As the main search proceeds, the algorithm periodically returns to older (worst) elite solutions to initiate new rounds of diversification until all the elite solutions have been exhausted. It is also important to emphasize that, when the oldest elite solution is replaced, some of its neighbors may have been explored, while others remain possible alternatives. As a consequence, the search strategy should be able to remove these alternatives dynamically during the search. The Memento controller achieves precisely this effect. Figure 15 presents the core of the algorithm. The search procedure is organized as a series of phases (lines [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Each phase terminates after curIter iterations (line 17) or whenever a new best solution is found (line 10). A phase (lines 5-15) consists in exploring the neighborhood and selecting the best move. Observe the declaration of a MinNeighborSelector object (line 2) that is passed to the neighborhood exploration (line 7) to return the best move. The selected move, which is a closure, is executed in line 8: It applies the move and updates the tabu list. If it improves the best solution, the phase is terminated in line 10 (ignore line 13 for the time being). The neighborhood exploration may return false, meaning that the current solution is optimal (i.e., it satisfies a necessary condition for optimality). When this is the case, the search terminates by calling method exit on the memento declared in line 1. To understand the neighborhood exploration and the role of the MinNeighborSelector, it is useful to look into the neighborhood in more detail.
The Neighborhood
The neighborhood exploration focuses on a single critical path from the source to the sink. Moreover, only the critical arcs at the start or at the end of a critical block are considered for swapping. More precisely, the neighborhood identifies the activities at the start (resp. at the end) of a critical block on the selected path and considers the moves that swap such activities with their successors (resp. predecessors). The resulting neighborhood is not connected, although it is very effective in practice. Moreover, if there is only one critical block on the selected path, then the moves 0. 16 The neighborhood of the jobshop algorithm cannot decrease the length of the makespan and the solution can be shown to be optimal. The neighborhood is described visually in Fig. 16 . In the figure, the machines are depicted horizontally and the job precedences are shown by dashed arcs. The large bold arrows show the two moves associated with the first block. Figure 17 describes parts of the neighborhood exploration which specifies what the neighborhood is, not how to use it. The key for this separation of concerns is the neighbor construct [14] which uses closures to represent moves (lines 10-13 and 21-24). Observe that method exploreNeighbors receives as arguments a neighbor selector N which is then used in the neighbor constructs. The neighbor simply submits the closures in lines 11-12 and 22-23, together with the evaluation of the moves computed in lines 7 and 18, to the selector N. What happens to the move depends on the nature of the selector. In Fig. 15 , the algorithm uses a MinNeighborSelector object whose effect is to maintain only the best move. We will show subsequently how the same method can collect all the neighbors for the intensification by simply using another neighbor selector.
The Intensification
The intensification, one of the most innovative aspects of this algorithm, is invoked in line 13 of Fig. 15 and its implementation is depicted in Fig. 18 . Its goal is to explore the search space around elite solutions more extensively. Consider first the declarative reading of the intensification which can be summarized as follows:
When a new best solution is found, explore each of its neighbors.
More precisely, the intensification declares another neighbor selector to retrieve all neighbors (line 1). Method exploreNeighborhood, called with this selector, collects all neighbors. Once the neighbors are available, the nondeterministic instruction tryall explores all of them nondeterministically.
Consider now the operational aspects of the implementation. The idea of keeping only the best elite solutions is entirely captured by the Memento controller. When a new best solution is found, the controller will drop its worst solution, automatically return !optimal; 28. } discarding all the neighbors that remain to be explored around that solution. This complex behavior is possible because continuations capture these alternatives which can then be discarded easily: just do not call the continuation. It would be much harder to obtain a similar behavior with a traditional stack-based implementation of nondeterminism. Note that the computation terminates when all the neighbors for the (non-discarded) elite solutions have been explored.
0.
void JobshopAlgorithm::visitAllNeighbors() { 1.
AllNeighborsSelector neighborhood(); 2.
exploreNeighbors(neighborhood); 3.
tryall<memento>(i in 0..neighborhood.getSize()-1) 4.
call(neighborhood.getMove(i)); 5. } 
Phase Shortening
The original algorithm in [7] also includes another interesting feature: it reduces the length of the phases each time all the neighbors of an elite solution have been explored. This functionality can be elegantly accommodated in the search procedure by adding the instruction whenever memento@closeChoice() curIter = curIter -400; between lines 4 and 5 in Fig. 15 . This instruction features an event [14] that specifies that, whenever all alternatives of a tryall instruction are exhausted (event closeChoice of the search controller class), curIter must be reduced by 400. Observe the compositionality of the search language and the synergy between the existing and novel control abstractions of Comet.
Benefits
It is worthwhile summarizing some of the features of the implementation. First, the neighbor construct and of the neighbor selectors make it possible to define a generic method to explore the neighborhood and to use it to find all the neighbors (intensification) or the best neighbor (local move). Second, there is the clean separation between the nondeterminism specifying the intensification (i.e., the tryall instruction) and the strategy used to explore the neighbors of these elite solutions (i.e., the memento controller). If a different search strategy (e.g., depth-first search) is desired, it suffices to replace the memento by a depth-first search controller. Third, the search (including the intensification) is entirely generic and does not depend on the neighborhood which is specified entirely in method exploreNeighbors. As a result, it may be reused for other applications and other neighborhoods. Finally, the implementation only needs four lines of code to express a sophisticated intensification component and complex control flow.
Experimental Results
This section presents some preliminary results on the performance of nondeterministic control structures. The first test compares the nondeterministic program in Fig. 4 (N in the following) with the "traditional" recursive algorithm R depicted in Fig. 20 (the function noattack is similar and not shown here). Since no state information is saved in the traditional implementation, this experiment captures the cost of the control structures. It is a worst-case scenario since, in sophisticated applications, the control cost is typically amortized by the state saving and restoration, as well as by propagation and/or the maintenance of incremental data structures. Table 1 depicts the CPU times of the recursive and nondeterministic algorithms for various n. The results indicate that the overhead of the nondeterministic implementation is small and ranges from 7 to 25% which is very reasonable for such a worst case scenario. Observe also the contrast between the iterative style of the nondeterministic program and the recursive style of the traditional program. Table 2 presents some experimental results on jobshop scheduling. It reports the quality and performance of the algorithm on the LA instances. Each line correspond to 50 runs of the algorithm and report statistics on the best, worst, average, and standard deviation of the solution quality (columns 2-5) and CPU times (columns 6-9). The number of times the best solution was found is also reported. On this algorithm, the overhead of nondeterminism is not noticeable, since restoring a solution amounts to recomputing the makespan and critical arcs, which is much more costly than creating and restoring continuations. In other words, using or not using the nondeterministic abstractions give essentially the same computational results.
Conclusion
This paper presented nondeterministic control structures for hybrid search procedures which often differ in their underlying node selection strategies and their implementation of search nodes. From a modeling standpoint, the main contribution of the abstraction is to decouple the specification of the search tree, the node selection, and the node representation. In particular, the nondeterministic abstractions separate the specification of the search tree (i.e., the computations to be explored), the control flow (i.e., how the computations are actually explored), and the node representation (i.e., how the search nodes are stored and restored). All these aspects of search procedures remain under programmers' control, combining a high-level iterative style with the flexibility and extensibility necessary to implement a variety of search procedures. From an implementation standpoint, the nondeterministic control structures are compiled into first-order continuations, inducing no overhead when nondeterminism is not used. The expressiveness and practicability of the abstractions was demonstrated by presenting several search controllers, a tabu procedure for job-shop scheduling featuring an intensification based on backtracking search, and unit performance tests to estimate the cost of continuations.
